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Eco Fact: A single tree will absorb one ton of carbon dioxide over its lifetime.
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Chelsea and Kate
Recycling Just Got a Little More Rewarding!
By Dara Zaleski
As eco-lovers, most EPIBers would recycle with or without compensation. Now, there is more than just the obvious moral incentive to not throw that plastic bottle in the trash, or worse, on the ground. PepsiCo, Waste Management, Keep America Beautiful, and Greenopolis have all collaborated to bring to us the “Dream Machine”.
Conveniently located in high pedestrian areas (Rutgers Student Center, Livingston Student Center, and Busch
Student Center), the Dream Machine is handing out rewards to any passerby who recycles a plastic bottle. According to a media relations report released by Rutgers “Participants register at these ‘reverse’ vending intelligent
kiosks, where they deposit empty bottles and cans and receive points for rewards redemption through the
Greenopolis.com web site.” Going even further, PepsiCo wanted to give even more than point redemption capabilities. “Eventually, a local couponing capability will allow users to redeem their points at food courts and other
local merchants.” Food for recycling…why wouldn’t you recycle?! The kiosks are bound to fill up fast, which is why
they are “programmed to telephone facilities when they are filled to capacity and
need servicing.”
The kiosks were produced due to PepsiCo’s newest green initiative to increase recycling across America. According to dreammachine.com, PepsiCo’s goal is to increase
recycling rates from “34 percent to 50 percent by 2018. The program includes a multiyear collaboration with Waste Management, which enables the local capture and
recycling of PET and aluminum, using both technology enabled and non-technology
enabled recycling kiosks.” The kiosks would be even better if they were able to compact the plastic bottles being deposited to reduce the amount of times Waste Management would need to make pick up stops to empty the machines. PepsiCo explained that during the research and development stage, participants didn’t like the
noise the kiosk produced when compacting bottles. Another small drawback is that
the kiosks currently only accept plastic bottles, no glass. Although this program is a
great way to make it more enticing to recycle, we should still be moving towards the
age of zero-plastic use whatsoever to reduce all plastic waste. But, for now, this is a
pretty awesome way to get everyone involved and to keep them involved.
dreammachine.com & http://news.rutgers.edu/medrel/news-releases/2011/02/rutgers-introduces-s-20110131/?print
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Fun Faculty Facts

If you could have dinner with one person, living or dead, who
would it be and why?
I’d love to have dinner with Julia Child. I would take her to
my favorite sushi restaurant and see what she has to say
about the food. Otherwise, I’d love to hear what she has to
say. I think she’d be very interesting and I could just listen to
her while I enjoyed my food.

My dad, who recently
passed away.

Dr. Kwate

Dr. McCay

Dr. Kwate

I would want to have dinner
Dr. Chess
with Charles Darwin - he seems
like he was a pretty bright guy
in the way he thought. I hope
he has something else to talk
about besides evolution though.
Dr. Clark
Dr. Shwom

Trail guide
Navigating the Peace Corps
By: Stella Capoccia
For anyone facing graduation and has a drive to go further, do more, and apply your knowledge, I encourage
you to consider the Peace Corps. Do it for yourself, do it
for the friends you haven’t met yet, and do it for the community you already have.

Ida B. Wells (a fellow Chicagoan), for
her fearlessness
and commitment
to justice for African Americans.

Dr. Chess
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Dr. Shwom

I'd like to have dinner with Ben Franklin.
He was something of a renaissance man writer, inventor, statesman, and quite a
character besides. I'd like to hear about
the American Revolution from someone
who was there and what he would think
of what we have become.

“Be who you are and say what you
feel because those who mind don't
matter and those who matter don't
mind.”

Dr. Seuss

At first, I couldn’t wait to set foot in another country. I
said things like, “I want to be one with the people; I won’t
bring many American clothes; I’ll wear what they wear;”
and “I will teach people about the environment.” And as
naïvely noble as these thoughts were, none of this happened the way I imagined. After training I moved to my
site, Longisa, Kenya. I had a three-room house with a plot
of land and an out-door latrine. I stood out like a sore
thumb.
As the days went by, language mistakes were gradually
replaced by greetings, conversation, and my own laughs. I
sat up at night reading by candlelight learning the local
trees and customs. From time to time, people would invite
me for tea or lunch, at first, they wanted to see my bike,
or ask me where I came from, but as the weeks passed, I
learned local farming techniques, how to make maize
meal, and when the rains would come next. The skills
they taught us in training like how to plant maize and
beans together - the farmers already knew, and I learned it
was not a lesson to give, but a conversation to have.
Like every community, mine had needs and I knew how I
could offer to help. I visited schools and brought my bike
for kids to ride. I planted trees along the river and helped
with the harvest. I showed people how to cook American
food and I learned how to make traditional meals. I joined
in when the community built a new house and learned
how to grind maize by hand. I learned how to dance down
at the local church, while the priest played the accordion
and the local women sang. I did a lot of things in the
Peace Corps, but most of it was learning a new way to
live.
I closed my service after twenty-six months. I left the
town in tears. Replacing my old belongings in my trunk
were masks and carvings and a gorgeous traditional dress
made from goat skin with my Kenyan name beaded into
it. I came home with a dog, a new language, friends and a
community I would carry with me forever.
So as May rapidly approaches, you seem to spend your
time wondering where the last few years went and what to
do next, I encourage you to open up that Peace Corps
application and think about it. Even if you’re not sure,
start it, finish it, and send it in. When that phone call
comes, and the voice on the other end says “We’d like to
invite you to Kenya, to Ghana, to Peru, to Fiji…” then
you can decide.
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not just for the Irish, March is spotted with occasions that will keep everyone

Seeing Green...
2nd Dr. Seuss’s Birthday… Well known for his whimsical, rhyming children’s books, Dr. Seuss wrote The Lorax, a wonderfully influential environmental story teeming with a lessons about respect for our earth, and how one little person can make a big
difference. Find out more about the story behind The Lorax on pg 4.

13th Daylight savings Time Begins… At 2am Sunday morning make sure to bump your clocks back and soak up an
extra hour of sunlight until November! How and why did DST start? And what’s so green about it? Check it out on pg. 5!

15th National Agriculture Day… This day is all about awareness. Agriculture is the key to much of what we eat, wear, and
use. On this day, take a second to appreciate all things that grow, to be thankful to the nation’s farmers, and to realize all the possibilities
of food, fiber and fuel that agriculture provides!

17thSt. Patrick’s Day… This day has undeniably always been the greenest of the year, but how about putting another
meaning to green? Try to drink locally brewed beers. Around here, some good choices are Flying Fish Brewing Co. from Jersey’s very
own Cherry Hill, Yuengling hailing from Pottsville, Pa, and Brooklyn Brewery beers, from NYC! Recycle, carpool home, and most importantly, enjoy!

18th National Biodiesel Day… Even though it was created by the biodiesel industry, we’re not so quick to knock this
pseudo holiday. This day marks the birth of Rudolf Diesel, inventor of the aptly named diesel engine. So why do we care over here at the
Trail? Because biodiesel is derived from renewable energy sources like vegetable oils and animal fats, and according to biodiesel.org,
U.S. production of biodiesel offsets nearly 12 million barrels of oil every year. Celebration worthy? I think yes.

22nd UN World Water Day… Water is a basic requirement for all life, yet water resources are facing increasing demands
from, and competition among, users. In 1992, the UN General Assembly designated 22 March of each year as the World Day for Water.
This year’s theme is Water for Cities, as urban sprawl has become a major threat to water supplies world wide. Learn more and find an
event to participate in near you by visiting worldwaterday.org!
First Day of Spring… Traditionally, we’ve celebrated the beginning of spring on March 21, but astronomers and calendar manufacturers alike now say that the spring season starts one day earlier, March 20, in all time zones in North America.
http://www.farmersalmanac.com/astronomy/2010/03/15/when-is-the-real-first-day-of-spring-march-20th-or-21st/

26th Earth Hour… At 8.30 PM today lights will switch off around the globe for Earth Hour. Even the Eiffel Tower and the
Empire State Building take a break! This effort is the greatest worldwide demonstration against climate change. Spend your time in the
dark thinking about some small changes in daily life that will benefit the planet in a big way.

Allmonthlong Peace Corps Month… In 1961, President John F. Kennedy created the Peace Corps to promote
world peace and friendship. 50 years later we live in a world where that is needed more than ever! Read up on some of the amazing experiences one of our very own here at Rutgers had while in the Peace Corps in the Trail Guide, and keep it in mind for the future!
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Eco Updates

The Lorax: An Educational Spin on Environmentalism
In honor of Dr. Seuss’ birthday, we look back on one of the stronger messages we missed
as kids in his environmental masterpiece, The Lorax.

By Chelsea Kahn

environment and can be used for many years to come. However,
people should be aware of “green washing,” which unfortunately
occurs in some places. Green washing is a term that describes
the unethical practice of misleading visitors to visit a site that
actually has caused some degree of environmental harm. For
By: Dayna Bertola
example, some companies or governments will destroy habitat
As Spring Break grows nearer, students are booking
and disrupt the ecosystem to build a hotel and claim that they
flights and retreating to places far from Cook Campus. For
are environmentally friendly. The actions of the business do not
those with lack of funds may find themselves just visiting local coincide with their brochures’ mission statement. In some cases,
ecotourist attractions. Most people seek such locations because the resorts may illegally keep species or endangered animals in
they are cheap, are easy to get to, and are highly enjoyable. Yet, cages so tourists can catch a site of them. There are instances
there are still environmental costs associated with these sites
where poorly managed destinations appeal to large crowds,
that exist along with the many benefits.
which increases pollution, erosion, and the traffic congestion
Ecotourism is a new and rising division of tourism,
adds harmful emissions to the air.
which appeals to those people who enjoy being out doors or
Travelers should be aware of what sites they are visittypically have an interest in nature. It can be an educational or
ing. Interested tourists should try to research the area to see if
relaxing experience and visitors of all ages can gain insightful
they are responsible and actually trying to preserve the environknowledge and discover ways to help preserve natural resources. ment. Determining whether an area is solely seeking an ecoHaving control over the property ensures quality of protection
nomic profit at the expense of the habitats and the organisms
of the land and protects it from being built on or having the
that occupy them is difficult and it is unfortunate that some
resources extracted for private use.
people will attempt to exploit resources for personal gain. HowThe money generated from tourists visiting these atever, we should not let a few rotten apples ruin the whole bunch
tractions, in most cases, benefits the local communities, wildsince for the most part, ecotourism is extremely beneficial and
life, and goes towards conserving the area. If a location is a well its efforts to preserve the environment has shown positive re-established site, tourists tend to have minimal impact on the
sults when they are managed properly.
"Benefits of Ecotourism-Advantages and Disadvantages for Ecotourism." Benefits of Ecotourism-

Benefits of Ecotourism (home). Web. 25 Feb. 2011. <http://www.benefitsofecotourism.com/benefitsof-ecotourism/advantages-and-disadvantages-for-ecotourism/>.

Young, Col. "Answers.com - What Are the Advantages and Disadvantages of Ecotourism."
WikiAnswers. Web. 24 Feb. 2011. <http://wiki.answers.com/Q/
What_are_the_advantages_and_disadvantages_of_ecotourism>.
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Eco Updates

THE GIVING BA$IC$

The Truth Behind Daylight Savings

HOW TO MAKE YOUR DONATIONS GO A LONG WAY

By Chelsea Simkins
We all know the saying, “Spring forward, Fall back” but
there are different theories on how Daylight Saving
Time originally started. When I asked people what they
thought the origin was, some said it had to do with
war, others said it had to do with farming or they just
had no idea. Since we “spring forward” this month, I
decided to dig up the actual origin of Daylight Savings.
The original use of Daylight Saving Time in the United
States was during World Wars I and II. In order to
save energy for war production we started taking
advantage of the longer hours of daylight between
April and October. The federal government required
the states to observe the changes. Between each war
and after World War II, the states and communities
within were left to decide whether they wanted to continue to follow the time changes or not. This led to a
lot of confusion throughout the United States. In 1966,
Congress passed the Uniform Time Act, which standardized the dates for Daylight Saving Time. This act
allowed states the ability to pass their own legislation
about the time changes, and to remain on standard
time if they wanted to.
The main reason for Daylight Saving Time was to save
energy and to adjust daylight hours to when most people are awake and about. Arizona and Hawaii are the
only states that do not continue to follow DST.
So now if you are ever asked the question of the origin
of daylight saving time, now you know.

Rachel Plunkett
Most Americans consider themselves to be charitable, and in fact, the
total amount of donations made in the US in 2009 was $303.75 billion.
About three quarters of the total ($227.41 billion) came directly from
the pockets of individual US citizens. This is a substantial sum of money, which is why we should be concerned with efficiency and making
sure charities can produce the greatest amount of good for each dollar
we donate. Over one third of the donations that came from the pockets of US citizens went to religious institutions. The greatest portion of
that money went towards clergy salaries and the construction and
maintenance of religious facilities. This leaves less than 10% of the
donations for international aid in developing countries, and an even
smaller percentage for education.
These numbers were shocking to me. While we all want to believe that
every donation counts -- no matter how big or small -- making the
wrong donation may accomplish nothing. Even those programs that
seem well-executed and logical may turn out to be extremely wasteful
and inefficient. Thanks to GiveWell.org it is possible to find out which
charities have been rated most highly, so that even our most modest
donations will still make a significant impact. No one should tell you
how or where to donate, but a little insight and guidance is always
helpful.

TIP: Your dollar will go further overseas!
It is wise to donate to a country with a weaker currency. It is estimated that by donating internationally, just $200-$600 can save a human life. Donating to charities within the US can cost up to $10,000
to serve one child.

Eco-Friendly Designer Homes: Luxury and the Environment Finally Bond
As more people come to inhabit the planet, a direct correlation between water consumption and population will continue to rise
and eventually will reach a breaking point, as it has in parts of Africa.
War, famine, disease and other destructive forces are linked to water
in more ways than meets the eye. But this is not about the ugly side
of irresponsible water usage, rather a look into the proactive side of
trendy yet necessary water efficiency technologies making a difference today. All over the world, a “green is good” mentality is resurging, making way for eco-friendly attitudes and technologies to come
to the forefront. Our generation is right on the cusp of this revolution of thought and practice, opening a totally new playing field of
opportunities to better our world and shift our collective paradigm.

Green walls are a bioremediation technique that employs
three levels of specialized plants, one above the other, to naturally
absorb pollutants. This method is used in current storm water runoff mitigation systems, commonly known as a “wet-pond” or
“retention basin” to cleanse the water and facilitate infiltration for
groundwater recharge. Three attractive 1000 liter tanks under the
green wall store the water for future use while rain gardens catch
overflow water once the tanks are at capacity. The rain tanks provide water for household use year-round and for landscaping during
droughts.

The two main drawbacks of the system are its high up front
monetary cost and it requires periodic rainfall to be effective. A third
In Sydney, Australia architects have designed prototype
con linked to precipitation is the small size of the municipal income
homes where water efficiency is the name of the game. The roof
pipe (½ ‘), meaning if there is limited rain, water use is heavily recomes to a “V” instead of the common triangle, channeling water
stricted, resulting in “one at a time” appliance use, which may be
into a collection basin in the houses center. Only water for cooking unacceptable to some. Benefits of this ultra-efficient water conservaand human consumption is connected to municipal water supplies,
tion system include an 80% reduction in potable water intake from
whereas high efficiency shower heads, sink faucets and even a hot
municipal water suppliers, reducing household consumption and
tub is supplied by rainwater! Solid waste and wash water containing water utility bill. Small energy-efficient pumps move the water, reheavy detergents are released directly into municipal sewer for state ducing household energy requirements and expenses. At the end of
water treatment. The remaining grey water is filtered in a privatethe day, efficiency and sustainability will be a staple of design and
underground treatment system providing laundry, toilet and landdevelopment in the future, how much time we have to get the ball
scaping water. Water for human consumption is run under an ultra- rolling is debatable.
violet light for sanitation, but before it becomes potable, it is trickled
By: Christian A. Rathbone
through a green wall.
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In the News

Our Town, Our Desert

As immigrants in New Brunswick, they experience a drastic
By Jade A. McClain and detrimental dietary change, Guarnaccia said. He gives the example of nopales, a cactus leaf favored among Mexicans as a cheap, tasty
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J., -On the streets of New Brunswick you
vegetable often collected in the wild or home grown in Mexico and
won’t see cacti, rolling sands or feel the intense heat and yet you are
contrasted it with nopales in the United States where a bag of five
living in a desert.
cactus leaves cost five dollars, he said.
In New Brunswick, fast food restaurants abound while
Large supermarkets chains often abandon inner cities and
healthy choices are often scarce, according to William Hallman. Hall- relocate to suburbs and other more profitable areas in order to gain a
man, the director of the Food Policy Institute at Rutgers University
larger profit margin, leaving gaps for smaller stores like C-Town to
studies “food insecurity” (the availability of food to people and those settle into those neighborhoods and establish businesses, Hallman
who are in danger of starvation) as well as accessibility to healthy,
said.
nutritious foods for citizens. He identifies New Brunswick as a “food
Despite the problems faced by residents, Hallman acknowldesert”, a place with limited access to healthy foods but often with
edges improvements made such as the establishment of Farmers Marhigh concentrations of fast food eateries, making citizens the victims
kets by Rutgers and Johnson & Johnson to provide local venues for
of a system that predisposes them to unhealthy diets and subsequent
residents to purchase fresh fruits and vegetables at high quality and
complications such as diabetes and obesity, Hallman said. Twenty five reasonable cost, he said. In addition to providing culturally relevant
percent of residents suffer from childhood obesity and many residents foods and education about nutrition and preparation, the market also
are concerned with diabetes, hypertension, and obesity, problems all
accepts food vouchers from government assistance programs such as
tied to nutrition according to a report by Hallman and his research
WIC (Women, Infants, and Children Supplemental Nutrition Propartner, Dr. Nurgul Fitzgerald. They suffer as a result of a complex
gram) and SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, previand inadequate food system in New Brunswick, Hallman said.
ously known as Food Stamps), among others, he said.
About 40 percent of the New Brunswick population falls
Even though the Farmers Market has been beneficial, Guarbelow the poverty line which creates several barriers to acquiring
naccia said that there are still problems. “It’s still pretty serious, I
more nutritious foods, Hallman said. He said that New Brunswick
think the Farmers Market was an important intervention, but it didn’t
only has a few large supermarkets while there are many more corner
impact that much of the community. I think the most important issue
stores and bodegas which often have a lack of variety, low food quali- is lack of a quality supermarket, so we have C-Town in the downtown
ty, and prices that are often too high. He also cited lack of transporta- area and then there is a Foodtown on Elizabeth but neither compares
tion as an obstacle.
to a Pathmark or a Stop & Shop,” Guarnaccia said.
“If you don’t have a car, taking public transportation is
He said that residents are aware of their situation and adopt
sometimes an option but not the best option, especially if you want to strategies to combat the system, he said. “Moms will get together and
carry groceries or if you have a kid with you, you’re really,
hire a taxi and four of them will go in a taxi to the grocery store and
limited to what you can carry. We like to encourage people to eat as
they’ll load up the trunk as much as they possibly can and split the
much fresh produce as they possibly can, but a five pound bag of apcost for the cab. They will buy in bulk together, a bunch of different
ples and a five pound bag of potatoes and you’re now at ten pounds.
strategies, people are very adaptable to their situations,” Hallman said.
Let’s add a head of lettuce and it quickly becomes very difficult to
“I’ve been there [Farmers Market]. Every time I go to Pickin
bring it home,” Hallman said.
Chicken [fried chicken eatery] I’ll stop there, if they’re open. But they
Additional barriers include language and culture as New
have very good fruit, I love good fruit and I love good corn,” New
Brunswick has a large Hispanic population, many of whom don’t read Brunswick resident Renee Rodgers said.
or speak English. They may have difficulty reading advertisements for
In the meantime, New Brunswick remains a food desert, a
fresh produce, may avoid certain foods because of lack of familiarity, status currently unchanged as consumers continue to flood into Burger
Hallman said. Peter Guarnaccia, a professor at Rutgers and researcher King. “I am pretty much a junk food connoisseur and have been for
of food and health, has done extensive work with the Hispanic popula- almost 30 years,” said Rodgers, with a sheepish grin.
tion, particularly Oaxacans in Mexico and sees the same issues.

Electric Car Charging Stations
Drivers on the New Jersey Turnpike and Garden State Parkway may be seeing a change in landscape
soon, and not just because of the extensive re-vamping of the state’s most used toll-roads.
The charging stations being built will cost around $6000 dollars for each one. Besides the Turnpike and Parkway, there are also plans to implement them on the Atlantic City Expressway. Legislation was introduced by
state Democrats to implement electric vehicle charging stations in shopping and rest areas along the toll-roads.
Those who proposed the five-bill package believe it will encourage electric vehicle use, and reduce pollution,
create jobs and economic growth, as well as improve air quality. The question then becomes who pays for the
installation of these charging stations? Some are saying that the toll-road authorities should foot the bill, while
others (including Senator Joseph Cryan, who introduced the bills) want the shopping centers to pay. As of midFebruary the bill has advanced through the Assembly Appropriations Committee despite the fact that the current administration is divided about the Energy Master Plan and how electric vehicles will configure into it.
Whoever ends up paying for the installation of these stations, New Jersey drivers should look forward to this
environmentally friendly and an innovative addition to our roads.
By Alanna Higgins
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More than Just an Option:
geothermal energy’s role in a new global
energy market.
By Christian A. Rathbone
Geothermal energy (GTE) is currently bundled up in the alternative
energies genre of the global energy market, but that may be changing sooner than previously thought. With crisis in the Middle East
and energy markets spooked by unpredictable political climates in
oil producing nations, domestic alternative energy sources are
looking a bit more attractive. Combined with evidence of pollution,
climate change and its links to energy demands, many countries
including the United States, are taking steps to reduce Green House
Gas (GHG) emissions. According to the Geothermal Energy Association, the US is the current world leader in GTE production, led by
California, generating about 3,000 MW of power, helping to mitigate our current addiction to foreign oil and environmentally destructive coal mining practices.
Geothermal literally means “Earth-heat” and tapping this overlooked natural heat source could reduce GHG emissions while creating 7,000 permanent and 25,000 construction jobs. It works by
drilling a deep well to access the bedrock heated by magma, and
then injecting water. The rock vaporizes the water to steam instantly, eliminating the need for coal and then the steam is channeled through another well and directly into the turbines. Once it
has passed the turbine blades, the steam is condensed and recycled
into the ground to repeat the process, providing truly clean and
consistent energy 24/7.
With the passage of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act,
the Obama administration allocated $350 million in R&D and tax
incentives while the DOE committed $90 million. Since 2008, the
number of GTE projects increased 20% and the Bureau of Land
Management sold a quarter million acres for GTE well exploration.
The 1970 Geothermal Steam Act allows well exploration in national
parks and in other areas exclusively off limits to oil & natural gas
exploration. At this pace, the current $15 billion in capital investment means the US could generate 15,000 MW of clean power by
2025!
It is also exciting that energy generation can begin in less than a
decade and does not have the negative byproducts associated with
other alternative energy sources, e.g. photovoltaic solar cells utilize
cadmium, mercury, lead and produce carbon dioxide during manufacturing; wind turbines use similar toxins in the batteries required
for energy storage. Even nuclear power, with no GHG emissions,
creates radioactive waste and thermal pollution in aquatic systems.
GTE has its setbacks too; the biggest being its fixed location, meaning it is not available everywhere (for example, the Northeast US).
Others include high well-drilling costs and well-depth effects the
efficiency of the plant (deeper is hotter). Prime locations are usually near fault lines or volcanoes, making them dangerous to operate.
Despite the marginal concerns, the pros far-outweigh the cons and
the planet cannot afford to continue to burn fossil fuels. Pound for
pound versus coal and oil, GTE is virtually weightless.
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More Eco Updates
Penguins also helped to make this year’s Winter Classic – the annual outdoor game played on New Year’s Day – an environmentally responsible event. There were reusable bags replacing plastic
ones at the event, single-stream recycling at the facility, the collecBy Alanna Higgins
tion of recyclables at tailgates, and donation of unsold food as well
In a game founded in the outdoors - and where it’s the colder, the
as the purchase of carbon offsets by the league.
better - the National Hockey League (NHL) has started to focus on
Other teams have gotten into the environmental power-play, with
being more environmentally friendly. Several teams throughout
the San Jose Sharks encouraging fans to recycle electronics, the
the league including the Carolina Hurricanes, Nashville PredaBoston Bruins donating food to their communities in need, and
tors, Pittsburgh Penguins and Boston Bruins have been working
the Los Angeles Kings’ STAPLES Center receiving ISO 14001 Cerhard to be as sustainable as possible.
tification by meeting the Environmental Management System’s
NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman stated, “We are acutely aware
inspection criteria.
that our League, as well as all sports leagues, need to be responsible
stewards of our planet.” The Commissioner has encouraged the use A quick trip to the NHL Green section of NHL.com shows fans
of solar energy as well as other environmentally friendly actions
what the league is doing to help the environment, as well as tips on
that teams around the league have taken.
green tailgating and a personal carbon footprint calculator. With
the continued help of the
The Pittsburgh Penguins have been taking this challenge as seriNHL and its teams, hopeously as if it were the Stanley Cup finals. Their new arena, the
fully hockey and its fans
CONSOL Energy Center, is the first NHL arena to be LEED
can score a goal for the
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certified. The
environment.

NHL Goes Green

No More Snow! ...but where does it go?
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AT&T’s Energy Efficiency Projects Save $44 Million in 2010

More Drilling Permits for Gulf
in the Works
By: Ayesha Rascoe, Reuters—Published March 3, 2011 06:21 AM
The door could now be open for a "significant"
number of new offshore drilling permits, Interior Secretary Ken Salazar said on Wednesday,
as the administration comes under increased
pressure to tackle surging world oil prices. The
Interior department on Monday issued a permit for a deepwater well co-owned by Noble
Energy Inc and BP, the first such permit since
a rig explosion unleashed millions of barrels of
oil from BP's Macondo well into the Gulf of Mexico last year.

By: Leon Kaye, Triple Pundit- March 8, 2011
There is often talk about how technology is a steppingstone to a cleaner economy. Nevertheless, computers,
wireless devices, and communications systems all have an
impact on global resources. For large companies, energy
efficiency initiatives have involved far more than turning
off the lights at the end of the workday or to shut off computer monitors when it's time to hit the evening commute.
To that end AT&T announced last week that it saved
US$44 million in energy savings thanks to 4200 energy
efficiency projects launched in 2010. The savings originated in a comprehensive energy management training program, a sophisticated energy usage scorecard for the company's 500 largest energy-consuming facilities, and participation in the Environmental Defense Fund's Climate
Corps program. Many of these programs started several
years ago, and others will accelerate throughout the decade.

"There are other deepwater permits that are pending and the ones that
will go out the door will hopefully be the templates that will allow us to
move forward with an additional, significant number of deepwater permits," Salazar told a Senate Energy and Natural Resources committee
hearing. After the BP oil spill, the department imposed a temporary ban
on exploratory drilling at depths of more than 500 feet. While the moratorium was lifted last October, no new deepwater permits were issued until Some of AT&T's energy saving initiatives included:
this week. The department has faced intense criticism, as well as legal
 The installation of desktop power management softaction, over the slow pace of permitting.
ware on 169,000 computers, which saved the compaStill, Salazar warned that if his department does not receive the funding
it has requested permitting may not speed up as much as industry would 
like. "If we don't get the horsepower to be able to process permits under
what is now a greater degree of scrutiny, we may never return to the preMacondo rate of permitting," Salazar said after the hearing. Last month,
a federal judge gave the department 30 days to decide whether to approve

five other pending permits to drill in the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico.
Although Salazar said he believes the ruling inappropriately impedes on
his administrative authority, the department plans to comply with this
order. Republican lawmakers have sharply criticized the slow approvals,
saying it will leave the country more vulnerable to oil price shocks down
the road. Lawmakers from both parties have also been asking for a release of oil from the 727-million-barrel Strategic Petroleum Reserve.
Article continues: http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/03/03/us-usa-drilling-permitsidUSTRE7215O220110303

ny $614,000.

Upgrading its entire network, including the removal
of switches at several central office sites, which
slashed the network's power consumption by 300,000
kilowatt hours.
Eliminating incandescent bulbs and tower light controllers at 1100 cell sites, and replacing them with
LED bulbs.

Those highlights complement AT&T's accomplishments
the previous year, when the company streamlined its data
centers’ operations, saving 43.6 million kilowatt hours of
electricity. AT&T had also started over 400 facility upgrades that saved another 36 million kilowatt hours in
2009.
Article continues: http://www.triplepundit.com/2011/03/attsenergy-efficiency-projects-save-44-million-2010/

ing ballast dumping by commercial vessels. A dozen environmental
groups went to court in 2009, contending the agency's existing permit isn't strong enough to protect coastal
waters and the Great Lakes.
By John Flesher, March 8, 2011 Ballast water is considered the leading
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. – Advocacy groups say they have
culprit in a flood of invasive species
reached a deal with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in a such as zebra mussels that have reached
legal dispute over discharges of ship ballast water that could conU.S. waters in recent decades. They
tain invasive species.
compete with native species for food and
The agreement was filed Tuesday in the federal appeals court in
cause billions in economic losses.
Washington, D.C. It requires the EPA to issue a new permit regulat-

Advocates Reach Invasive Species Deal
with EPA

Article from Associated Press
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Understanding Plastic Recycling Codes
A Quick Reminder Guide

Dr. Clark’s
Strange News
Thomas Walkley, a lawyer from Norton, Ohio,
was charged in January with indecent exposure
for pulling his pants down in front of two 19year-old males, but Walkley said he was merely
"mentoring" at-risk boys. He said it is a technique he had used with other troubled youths,
especially the most difficult cases, by getting
them "to think differently." Said Walkley,
"Radical times call for radical measures."
Jose Demartinez, 35, was hospitalized in Manchester, N.H., in January. With police in pursuit, he had climbed out a hotel window using
tied-together bed sheets, but they came undone, and he fell four stories.

http://www.plasticfreebottles.com/pdf/Understanding-Plastic-Codes.pdf
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